Experiment and simulation on air layer drag reduction of high-speed underwater axisymmetric projectile
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**Highlights**
- Experiment and simulation are both taken on axisymmetric body.
- Mechanism of drag reduction is analyzed.
- Unsteady evolution of drag is investigated.

**Abstract**
Injection of air could lead to creation of a bubbly mixture or air layer near the surface that can significantly adjust the flow within the turbulent boundary layer. In this paper, stress wave propagation techniques and Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) are used in underwater launching experiment. Simulation with volume of fluid (VOF) method and modified renormalization group (RNG) $k$-$\varepsilon$ model is also performed to study the physical process of drag reduction of axisymmetric body. Comparison between numerical and experimental air layer length shows good correlation. Results indicate that air layer has good effect on drag reduction. Friction drag reduction mechanism is analyzed from two aspects due to different air volume fraction $\alpha$. At area with high $\alpha$, fluid is heterogeneous and layered. Drag reduction is from decrease of velocity gradient and dynamic viscosity at the wall. At area with small $\alpha$, the mixture is homogeneous. Empirical equation of turbulent boundary layer shear stress is applied to describe drag reduction mechanism. The unsteady evolution of drag with injection of air is also studied at last.
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1. Introduction

Skin-friction drag constitutes a significant portion of the total resistance for nearly all transportation systems moving in a fluid [1]. Turbulent boundary layer skin friction in liquid flows may be reduced when bubbles or air layer is formed near the surface. The lubrication of external liquid flow with a bubbly mixture or air layer has been the goal of engineers for many years. This phenomenon was first detected by McCormick and Bhattacharyya [2], who found that viscous drag reduction of a fully-submerged body of revolution is obtained by creating hydrogen gas on the hull.

Merkle et al. [3–5] did much research on microbubble drag reduction through both experiment and simulation. In their research, integrated skin friction reduction of greater than 80% is observed. The volumetric gas flow required for this maximum is nominally equal to the volume flow of liquid in the boundary layer. In their simulation, a well-tested boundary-layer code employing a simple mixing length model for the turbulence is used. The order of magnitude and trends of the experimental skin-friction reduction are reproduced quite well by this simple model. Elbing et al. [1,6–8] did a set of experiments to investigate the phenomena of skin-friction drag reduction in a turbulent boundary layer (TBL) at large scales and high Reynolds numbers. Two distinct drag-reduction phenomena were investigated: bubble drag reduction (BDR) and air-layer drag reduction (ALDR). Results from the BDR experiments indicate that significant drag reduction (> 25%) is limited to the first few meters downstream of injection. Once ALDR was established, friction drag reduction in excess of 80% was observed. They also found the critical air flux required to establish ALDR. Xu et al. [9] report a series of numerical simulation of small bubbles seeded in a turbulent channel flow at average volume fraction of up to 8%. These results show that even for relatively large bubbles, an initial transient drag reduction can occur as bubbles disperse into the flow. Relatively small spherical bubbles will produce a sustained level of drag reduction over time. Sanders et al. [10] studied the bubble friction drag reduction in high-Reynolds-number (210 million) flat-plate turbulent boundary layer. Buoyancy pushed the air bubbles to the plate surface where they coalesced to form a nearly continuous gas film that persisted to the end of the plate with near 100% skin friction drag reduction.

Drag reduction is also an important phenomenon in cavitation. Wang [11,12] et al. and Ji [13] studied ventilated cavitation. They analyzed the flow field and drag reduction in cavitation. Ceccio [14] reviewed the use of partial cavity, super cavities and gas-injection for drag reduction of axisymmetric objects moving within a liquid. At issue are the conditions under which a stable gas or bubbly layer can be formed through the injection of gas at the surface, the amount of drag reduction that can be achieved, the required volume flux, and the possible increase in form (or other components) of drag resulting from the gas injection that might outweigh the benefits of the gas-induced skin-friction drag reduction.

Much development on drag reduction of underwater vehicle has been achieved and this technique has been in application in some countries. But this phenomenon is still an open issue. In present paper, air layer drag reduction of streamlined axisymmetric body is studied by both experiment and numerical simulation. Through analysis of result, mechanism of air layer drag reduction and unsteady evolution of drag are detected.

2. Experiment

2.1. Experiment setup

Stress wave propagation techniques and SHPB are used in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 1. The scaled underwater launch system mainly consists of three parts, launching system, water tank and high-speed camera. The launching system converted from SHPB is used to accelerate the incident bar.

One-dimensional stress wave theory is employed here to analysis the process of the energy transmission in the system. Details can be got in Ref. [15]. By the stress wave generated from SHPB, the experimental system can accelerate model transiently to 30 m/s in less than 200 µs with slight disturbance of water during
the whole process. A high speed digital camera was used to record the launch process with a frame grabbing speed of 25 000 frames per second.

2.2. Experiment model

As shown in Fig. 2, the experimental model is a 230 mm hollow cylinder with elliptical head. Long axis of the elliptical head is 88 mm and short axis (i.e. diameter of the cylinder) 37 mm. There are two rows of nozzles at the head. The number of nozzles at every row is 16 with diameter 2 mm. These nozzles are connected with air chamber in the cylindrical body. A cylindrical ring whose outer diameter is 17 mm and inner diameter 13 mm can move freely in the air chamber. Before launching, the model is placed on the holder in the water tank. The cylindrical ring is located at the nozzles and seals them. When the model is accelerated transiently, the ring keeps still due to inertia. Thus the air chamber and outside water field are connected through these nozzles. Air in the chamber can be injected into water, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.3. Experiment results of air layer development

Our experiment was taken at normal temperature and pressure. The temperature is 20 °C. The projectile is accelerated to 17.6 m/s and 18.0 m/s, as shown in Fig. 3-(A)/(B). Process of the projectile moving in the tank is recorded by high speed camera system. The air injection and air layer are distinct. Fig. 4 shows the length of air layer in the two cases. From Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that air layer evolution in the two cases was very similar because of similar velocity. We take the case of 18 m/s in following analysis. The projectile is thought to sailing in uniform speed during this short time. After the projectile is launched, some bubbles appear around the head of the projectile because of shock wave. Pressure of outer field near the nozzles is much lower than that in the air chamber. Thus air will be injected into water field due to pressure differential. Just after air injected, single rows of air develop after every nozzle. With air injection, these air rows connect with each other as a whole and form air layer. The whole air layer increases with time while the tail part broken into fragments.
3. Numerical simulation

3.1. Governing equations

Two phases, liquid and air, both exist in the field. Implicit VOF method is used in simulation. The VOF method can model two or more immiscible fluids by solving a single set of momentum equations and tracking the volume fraction of each of the fluids throughout the domain. \( \alpha \) stands for the volume fraction of water. Governing equations are as follows.

Continuity equation,

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho_m \vec{v}_m) + \nabla \cdot (\rho_m \vec{v}_m \vec{v}_m) = 0 \tag{1}
\]

where \( \rho_m = \alpha_l \rho_l + \alpha_g \rho_g \) is the mixture density and \( \vec{v}_m = \frac{\alpha_l \vec{v}_l + \alpha_g \vec{v}_g}{\rho_m} \) is the mixture’s velocity. Subscript \( l \) and \( g \) stand for liquid and air respectively, satisfying \( \alpha_l + \alpha_g = 1 \).

Momentum equation,

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho_m \vec{v}_m) + \nabla \cdot (\rho_m \vec{v}_m \vec{v}_m) = -\nabla p + \nabla \left[ \mu_m \left( \nabla \vec{v}_m + \nabla \vec{v}_m^T \right) \right] + \rho_m \vec{g} + \vec{F} \tag{2}
\]

where \( \mu_m = \alpha_l \mu_l + \alpha_g \mu_g \) is viscosity of mixture, \( \vec{F} \) is body force.

Energy equation,

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho_m E) + \nabla \cdot (\vec{v}(\rho_m E + p)) = \vec{v} \cdot (k_{eff} \nabla T) + S_E \tag{3}
\]

where \( k_{eff} \) is effective thermal conductivity and \( S_E \) is source term. The VOF model treats energy, \( E \), and temperature, \( T \), as mass averaged variables.

\[
E = \alpha_l \rho_l E_l + \alpha_g \rho_g E_g \tag{4}
\]

where \( E_l \) and \( E_g \) for liquid and gas is based on the shared temperature and the specific heat of that phase.

Water transport equation,

\[
\frac{\partial \alpha_l}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\vec{v} \alpha_l) = 0 \tag{5}
\]

3.2. Turbulent model

We adopt RNG \( k - \varepsilon \) model to solve transport equation about turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate. The viscosity in original RNG model is much larger than real viscosity in mixture area, inducing excessive dissipation. According to Dular [16] and Reboud [17], modified viscosity function is adopted in RNG \( k - \varepsilon \) model.

\[
\mu_t = f(\rho) \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon} \tag{6}
\]

\[
f(\rho) = \rho_v + \left( \frac{\rho_m - \rho_v}{\rho_l - \rho_v} \right)^n \quad n \gg 1. \tag{7}
\]

According Coutier-Delgosha [18], \( n = 10 \) here.
3.3. Simulation

Considering the circumferential development of air layer, 3D simulation model is adopted. Fig. 5 shows computational model with structured mesh in outer field and unstructured mesh in air chamber. Corresponding to experimental model, diameter of the model is 37 mm and that of nozzles is 2 mm. Diameter of outer field is 200 mm. The projectile is axisymmetric with 16 nozzles. Taking computational efficiency into account, 1/16 of the model is employed in simulation with 2 million grids.

It is ideal gas in air chamber and water in outer field. Operate pressure is 1 atm. Velocity of inlet is 18.0 m/s and pressure of outlet is 0 Pa. SIMPLEC method is used in simulation and time step is set as $10^{-5}$ s. According to experimental results, it is air layer not bubble that forms on the surface. Thus surface tensor is ignored in simulation.
4. Results

4.1. Evolution of air layer

From simulation, pressure field at air injected is obtained. Pressure of outer field near the nozzles is much lower than that of air chamber, as shown in Fig. 6. Thus air will be injected into water field due to pressure differential. Fig. 7 shows development of air layer in first 5 ms after air injection. Obvious air injection can be observed in both experiment and simulation. Injected air flows closely on model’s surface and turns into air layer. The air layer length could be measured through experimental and computational images. For example, the length of the cylinder is 240 mm corresponding to 321 pixels in experimental pictures. Then 1 pixel stands for 0.75 mm in experiment. Fig. 8 shows length of air layer by measuring its pixels. It can be seen that length of air layer increases gradually in both experiment and simulation. Length in simulation is slightly longer than that in experiment. From the above, the simulation results are consistent with experiment, which indicates that the dominated physical mechanisms are being modeled in the numerical simulation.

4.2. Mechanism of drag reduction

In order to study the effect of air layer on drag reduction, ventilated and single phase cases are both considered in this paper. Fig. 9 shows drag coefficient of two cases. The moment when air begins to inject is set as 0 ms. We can get that drag decreases about 22% after air injecting. Air layer is an effective drag reduction method.

Analysis on mechanism of air layer drag reduction is taken. After air injection, distribution of air varies with positions on the surface of the projectile, as shown in Fig. 10. At the locations near the nozzles, volume fraction of air is very high, as area A in Fig. 10. Fluid is heterogeneous here. Mechanism of drag reduction is based on the basic shear stress equation for fluid. At positions far from the nozzles, air and water mix uniformly, as B in Fig. 10. Fluid
Fig. 11. Air volume fraction at area A when $t = 4$ ms in simulation.

Fig. 12. Velocity gradient after air injection at area A when $t = 4$ ms in simulation.
Fig. 13. Velocity gradient at \( x = -0.004 \) m before and after air injection in simulation.

is thought to be homogeneous. Empirical equation of turbulent boundary layer shear stress can be applied here. Details of drag reduction mechanism are as follows.

(1): Area near nozzles with obvious air layer (such as A in Fig. 10). Fig. 11 shows contour of air volume fraction at area A in Fig. 10. We can see that liquid in boundary layer at A is heterogeneous and layered. Layer 1, which is close to the wall, is very thin and has much water. Layer 2, outside Layer 1, contains more than 98% air. This layer can be supposed to be an air layer. Empirical equation of homogeneous turbulent boundary layer is no longer suitable here. Therefore the basic equation for shear stress in fluid mechanics is adopted.

\[
\tau_w = \mu \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0}
\]  

where \( \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0} \) is velocity gradient at the wall and \( \mu \) is dynamic viscosity of the mixture. In classic boundary layer theory, velocity gradient \( \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0} \), which is very large, contributes a lot to friction drag for underwater projectile.

Fig. 12 shows velocity gradient \( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \) at A at \( t = 4.0 \) ms (the moment air begins to inject is set as \( t = 0 \)). Curves in Fig. 13 shows \( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \) at \( x = -0.004 \) when \( t = 0 \) and \( t = 4 \) ms. Before air injection, maximum \( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \) locates at \( z = 0 \) as the black curve shows, and the value of \( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \) decreases monotonically along the line vertical to the wall. After air injection, \( \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0} \) reduces significantly, which is much smaller than that before air injection. Maximum of velocity gradient transfers from Layer 1 to the air layer, as the red curve shows. On the other hand, liquid in Layer 1 is mixture of air and water although fraction of air is only about 30%. \( \mu \) at \( z = 0 \) decreases after air injection too.

According to Eq. (6), shear stress \( \tau_w \) at areas near the nozzles will reduce as \( \mu \) and \( \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0} \) decreases.

(2): Area which is far from the nozzles (such as B in Fig. 10). At B, air and water mix uniformly near the wall, as shown in Fig. 14. The mixture is homogeneous. In boundary layer of the mixture, distribution of velocity gradient along the normal of the wall is the same with that before air injection, as shown in Fig. 15. Empirical equation of turbulent boundary layer shear stress for homogeneous fluid could be applied here.

\[
\tau_w = 0.0225 \rho U^2_{\infty} \left( \frac{\rho}{U_{\infty}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]  

where \( \delta \) stands for thickness of boundary layer. Substituting \( \delta = 0.37 \times \text{Re}_{x}^{-0.125} \) and \( \text{Re}_{x} = \frac{U_{\infty} x}{\nu} \) into Eq. (7), we can get

\[
\tau_w = 0.0225 \rho U^2_{\infty} \left( \frac{\rho}{x} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]  

where \( \rho \) is the mixture density, \( U_{\infty} \) is inflow velocity, \( \nu \) is kinematic viscosity of mixture and \( x \) is abscissa on the surface of Fig. 14. Air volume fraction at area B when \( t = 4 \) ms in simulation.
When $U_\infty$ and $x$ are fixed, shear stress is only related with $\rho$ and $u^2$. A function $f$ is defined as follows,

$$f = \frac{\rho u^2}{\rho v_1^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$f$ denotes the ratio of shear stress between after and before air injection at the same location on the projectile surface. According to the assumption of VOF method, when volume fraction of air is $\alpha$ and water $(1-\alpha)$, density of mixture is $\rho = \rho_\alpha \alpha + \rho_l (1-\alpha)$, and dynamic viscosity $\mu = \mu_\alpha \alpha + \mu_l (1-\alpha)$. Then kinematic viscosity can be calculated as $v = \frac{\mu_\alpha \alpha + \mu_l (1-\alpha)}{\rho_\alpha \alpha + \rho_l (1-\alpha)}$. Therefore curve of $f - \alpha$ is obtained, as shown in Fig. 16. From the curve, for arbitrary air volume fraction $\alpha$, $f$ is less than 1. It indicates that viscous drag after air injection is always smaller than that in pure water.

After air injection, density and kinematic viscosity of mixture are both changed. The former decreases while the latter increases.

$$f_1(\alpha) = \frac{\rho}{\rho_\alpha}$$ shows density ratio of mixture to pure water. $f_2(\alpha) = \frac{v}{v_1}$ stands for kinematic viscosity ratio of mixture to pure water.

Figs. 17, 18 show changes of $f_1, f_2$ with air volume fraction $x$. Mixture density after air injection decreases linearly and fast with increase of $\alpha$. Kinematic viscosity of mixture is approximate to that of pure water when $\alpha < 0.95$. Then drag of projectile is reduced mostly because of rapid drop of density. When air volume fraction $\alpha > 0.95$, kinematic viscosity increases rapidly. However, high air volume fraction also leads to mixture density very near to air. Effect of density decrease on drag fraction is much larger than that of kinematic viscosity decrease. As result, drag fraction of projectile is still reduced.

To sum up, air injection may reduce drag of high speed underwater projectile effectively.

### 4.3 Unsteady evolution of drag force

From Fig. 9, one can also get that drag of the projectile decreases fast at first and then increases slightly with air injection. Fig. 19 shows air volume fraction along normal direction at $x = 0$ as air injecting. Over time, air fraction and air layer thickness decrease obviously around the wall. Taking Figs. 8/15 into analysis, it can be got that air layer drag reduction is related with both length and thickness of air layer. At initial stage of air injection, length of air layer is in the leading role. Area of drag reduction increases as air layer length grows. However, air in the boundary layer reduces with air injection, shown in Fig. 19. Fig. 20 shows pressure field around nozzles at 25 ms after air injection. At nozzles B, outer pressure has been higher than that of inner chamber. Air has been unable to inject from chamber into outer field. Air in boundary layer reduced as a result. The thickness of air layer begins to affect drag reduction, leading slight rise of drag force.

### 5. Conclusion

In summary, experiment and simulation been performed in present paper to study the effect and mechanism of air layer drag reduction. Simulation result is consistent with experiment, which verifies reasonability of simulation. Through result analysis, drag of model can be reduced by 25%. Air injection into boundary, which can reduce density, viscosity and velocity gradient at the bottom of the boundary layer, is an effective method to reduce drag. As the projectile moves, drag decreases fast at first and then increases slightly. Both length and thickness of air layer affect the amount of air reduction.

Also it is need to take further research on air layer drag reduction, such as dimensional analysis of this phenomenon, effect of different air amount, influence of incoming velocity, etc.
Fig. 18. The curve of $f_2$ at different $\alpha$ from simulation.

Fig. 19. Air volume fraction along normal direction with time of air injecting ($x = 0$) in simulation.

Fig. 20. Pressure field around nozzles at 25 ms of air injecting in simulation.
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